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In ‘The Diagram’ by Gilles Deleuze, it is discussed on many levels the process of painting 

from preparatory work, mode and approach to painting up to the tools used in the process 

plays a part in how the artist  battle against expressing more of sensation or failure to, 

resulting in figuration. In this argument, sensation is deem as an understanding felt though 

the nervous system or can be said to be felt but the human body. Unlike the notion of 

figuration which allows an understanding through the logical and figurative thoughts of the 

mind. Tools used in the process are brought into the argument over the control it gives 

artist for painting art. As understood from the reading, figuration and logical organisation is 

an involuntary traits of human behaviour and by taking away the control in the notion of 

painting, the tool liberates the artist from the inherent behaviour to allow ‘sensation to 

incorporate into the art piece. 

 

Reflecting on the reader, the field of art shares many similar perspective and approaches 

with the field of architecture. Similarly architects utilize tools to translate the mental image 

into physical realm to convey a set of expression and language. Some thoughts I had when 

reading the reader was the impact of tools used in designing architecture and how changing 

the mode of design can result in a different outcome of building design. In art, the sensation 

is still very much residing in the optical translation of artwork whereas in architecture, 

sensation can be felt or translated spatially. Not implying that architecture is superior in any 

manner but a passing thought that the sensation from art still remains very much in the 

optical realm. It is the complexity and contradiction in both fields that give rise to depth of 

works.  
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